Abstract. A ring of continuous functions is a ring of the form C(X), the ring of all continuous real-valued functions on a completely regular Hausdorff space X.
1. Introduction. Throughout this paper Xwill denote an arbitrary completely regular Hausdorff space, and C(X) will denote the ring of all real-valued continuous functions on X. By a ring of continuous functions is meant a ring of the form C(X) for some space X as above.
Much of the work in rings of continuous functions has been concerned with the ideals of C(X), especially the prime ideals and the maximal ideals. The purpose of this paper is to regard the ideals of C(X) in a somewhat different light, namely as rings in their own right. In studying ideals as rings it quickly becomes apparent that some of the methods used in dealing with all of C(X) are no longer applicable. For example, since C(X) has unity, it is trivial to show that its maximal ideals are prime, but the corresponding result for a maximal ideal of an ideal of C(X) requires some effort. As another example, the existence of square roots of nonnegative functions easily implies that any isomorphism between rings of continuous functions is order preserving. The proof that every isomorphism between ideals of rings of continuous functions is order preserving, however, again requires more work.
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DAVID RUDD [September In §3 we discuss the maximal ideals and some structure spaces of an ideal of C(X). We show that given any ideal 7 of C(X), the maximal ideals of 7 are precisely those ideals of the form 7 n M where M is a maximal ideal of C(X) not containing 7. (This is actually shown true for ideals in rings of a much more general class than rings of continuous functions.) This considerably generalizes a theorem of Kohls [8, p. 32 ].
In §4 we discuss isomorphisms between proper ideals of rings of continuous functions. The main lemma is that for any such isomorphism <p, c • <p(f) = <p(cf) for any real number c and any function/in the domain of «p. This lemma is used to show that y preserves order, boundedness, and lattice structure and that <p is continuous in the relative uniform topologies. It is of some interest that this extremely good behavior is enjoyed by any isomorphism between arbitrary proper ideals in any two rings of continuous functions.
In §5 we give a procedure for generating new rings of continuous functions from ideals in C(X). We show that, for any ideal 7 in C(X), there exists a space X(I) and an ideal J of C(X(I)), so that 7 is isomorphic to J and J is contained in a unique (fixed) maximal ideal of C(X(I)). We show further that this unique maximal ideal is isomorphic to the uniform closure of 7; and using this fact and results in §4 we are able to show that an ideal is uniformly closed if and only if it is isomorphic to a real ideal.
The results of § §3 and 4 are applied in §6 to obtain the main theorem, which states that any maximal ideal of C(X) completely determines C(X) among the rings of continuous functions in the following sense: Any two rings of continuous functions which have isomorphic maximal ideals are themselves isomorphic via an extension of the original isomorphism. Maximality of both of the isomorphic ideals is crucial for this result. An example (6.9) is given of two rings of continuous functions which fail to be isomorphic but have isomorphic ideals, one of which is maximal and the other prime but nonmaximal. Another application is a theorem which provides necessary and sufficient conditions for being able to extend an isomorphism between C*(X) and C*(Y) (these are respectively the subrings of bounded functions in C(X) and C( Y), where Fis of course completely regular and Hausdorff) to an isomorphism between all of C(X) and C( Y).
We wish to point out that Keesling and Nanzetta, working independently from the author, were able to obtain some of the results in this paper. They showed that the maximal ideals of a 2-ideal 7 are precisely the ideals of the form I C\ M where M is a maximal ideal in C(X) not containing 7. They were also able to obtain a partial version of Theorem 6.6.
2. Preliminaries and notations. The letter R will denote the set of all real numbers, and the word "space" will always denote a completely regular Hausdorff topological space.
For any continuous real-valued function/, we let Z(f) denote/_1{0}.
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We use the symbol ~ to denote homeomorphism between spaces and the symbol SK to denote isomorphism between rings.
We shall make frequent use of such well-known algebraic results as the following:
(1) The second isomorphism theorem. If =9" is a ring and / and / are ideals in Sf, then 1/(1 nJ)x(I+J)/J.
(2) If Sf is a ring and / is an ideal in Sf so that / n F= 0, for some multiplicative semigroup Fin Sf, then there exists a prime ideal P in Sf so that F=>/and PnT= 0.
The remaining preliminaries are of a somewhat more special nature and are organized into sections.
Most of the material in § §2.1, 2.2, and 2.4 is discussed in [3] . The results in §2.5
can be found in [6] . 2.1. Maximal ideals in C(X). For any maximal ideal Min C(X), either C(X)/M is isomorphic to R or else C(X)/M is a totally ordered nonarchimedean field containing an isomorphic copy of R. In the former case we say that M is real, and in the latter, we say that M is hyper-real. If M is real, then for each / in C(X), there exists a unique real number c so that/-ce M. (Of course c = £(f+M), where £ is the unique isomorphism of C(X)/M onto R.) We shall identify c with f+M. If M is not real, then for each/in C(X), either \f+M\ is infinitely large or there exists a unique real number c so that \(f+M) -c\ is infinitely small or zero. We say that a maximal ideal M in C(X) is fixed if, for some xe X, M= Mx ={fe C(X) \f(x) = Q}. Every fixed maximal ideal is real, but the converse is not true in general. A space X is compact if and only if every maximal ideal in C(X) is fixed. A space X is said to be realcompact if every real ideal is fixed.
If X and Y are compact spaces and <p is an isomorphism of C(X) onto C( Y), then <p induces a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal ideals of C(X) and C(Y). Since these are all fixed maximal ideals, we may define t: X^-Y by r(x)=y, where <p(Mx) = My. The mapping t will be a homeomorphism of X onto (1) X<=vX^ßX.
(2) X is dense in ßX (hence in vX).
(3) C(vX)xC(X) and C(ßX)xC*(X).
(4) vX is realcompact and ßX is compact.
(5) Every/in C(X) can be extended uniquely to/" in C(vX).
(6) Every /in C*(X) can be extended uniquely tofe in C(ßX). Since Jfis dense in ßX, no point/; in ^A'\Arcan be isolated. Thus ifp is in ßX\X, no neighborhood of p (in ßX) can have a finite intersection with X.
For a subset ^ of /JX, we denote the closure of A in ßX by /I". 2.3. Structure spaces. If y is a ring and 0 is a collection of prime ideals in ^, then 0 can be topologized in any of the following equivalent ways:
(1) ¿tf<^0 is closed if and only if there exists an ideal 7 in ^ so that si={Pe0 |F=>7}. (2) For s¿c0, cl GO = {F e0\P^C\s¿}. The above topology is called the hull-kernel topology (or Stone topology), and we say that 0 is a structure space of Sf. If 0 is the collection of all prime maximal ideals of Sf, then we shall refer to 0 as the structure space of $".
We remark that a condition somewhat weaker than primeness is sufficient to ensure that the above definition actually defines a topological space. (See [11] .)
The main results which we use about structure spaces are the following:
(1) The structure space Ji of C(X), i.e. the space of all maximal ideals of C(X) in the hull-kernel topology, is homeomorphic to the Stone-Cech compactification ßX of X. In the notation of [3] , this homeomorphism can be thought of as M -*■ p, . In this paper we will be concerned with two topologies on C(X), the uniform topology and the w-topology. The uniform topology is defined by taking a basic neighborhood of a point / in C(X) to be Us(f) = {g e C(X) | |/-g | < e}, for any positive real number e. The w-topology is defined similarly; a basic neighborhood of/in C(X) is Un(f) = {gsC(X) \ \f-g\<ir}, for any positive it in C(X). (The function -n is said to be positive, written -n > 0, if 7t(x) > 0 for all x e X.) Some remarks on these two topologies follow.
(1) The uniform topology. If A^C(X), we denote by Au the closure of A in the uniform topology. C(X) is not in general a topological ring in this topology. In particular, there exist ideals whose closures are not ideals. However, for any ideal 7 in C(X), 7" is always a subring of C(X), and it is proper if 7 is proper. in [3] .)
Thus/*(M) = 0 if and only if \f+ M\ is infinitely small or zero, which is equivalent to feM". If M is a maximal ideal of C(X), then M*, defined to be {fe C*(X) \\f+M\ is infinitely small or zero}, is a maximal ideal of C*(X). (See p. 104 in [3] .) Furthermore, * is a one-to-one correspondence from the set of maximal ideals of C(X) onto the set of maximal ideals of C*(X). It is evident that M* = (Mn C*(X))U = MU n C*(X). If M is hyper-real, then M* contains a unit of C(X), and conversely.
(2) FAe m-topology. If A<^C(X), we denote by Am the closure of A in the mtopology. C(X) is a topological ring in the wj-topology, and hence every maximal ideal is w-closed.
The «i-topology coincides with the uniform topology if and only if X is pseudocompact, i.e. C*(X)=C(X).
2.5. FAe ideal ml. For any ideal / in C(X), we define ml={f \ fefl}. It is easily seen that ml is an ideal of C(X) and that I<=J implies ml^mJ. We present here a summary of some of the main facts about ml and its relation to the w-topology.
(See [6] .) (1) ml={f\ Z(f)=>X\Z(h)^Z(g), for some A e C(X) and g e I}.
(2) m(lm) = ml.
(3) m(ml)=ml. Using (4) above and the fact that maximal ideals are w-closed, it is easily seen that a maximal ideal M contains / if and only if M contains ml.
Given any prime ideal P contained in a maximal ideal M, it is easily seen that m¥c?c M. Taking m-closures and using (4), we infer that Pm = M. Hence a prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal ideal. It can be shown further that for any ideal /, / is contained in a unique maximal ideal M if and only if I=> mM.
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[September For any ideal 7, w7<=7c/m and, if J is an ideal with m7<=7c/mj then (2) and (4) above imply that mI=mJ. Thus the ideals Im and ml serve respectively as upper and lower extremals for separating the ideals of C(X) into equivalence classes.
(See [6] .)
It is apparent that, for any isomorphism <p taking an ideal 7 onto an ideal J, cp(mI) = mJ.
3. Prime and maximal ideals of an ideal. Most of the results of this section are stated and proved for commutative rings, although many are easily generalized to the noncommutative case.
We begin with a purely algebraic result. Conversely, suppose D is a prime maximal ideal of K. By Lemma 3.1, there exists M prime in Sf so that D = Kr\ M. We claim that M is a maximal ideal in Sf. To see this, assume there exists an ideal M' in S" with M^M'^Sf.
Let s e Sf\M'. The residue class ring K\D is a field, with unity e + D say. Then e2s+D = es+D, which implies that eies -s) e D. Since M is prime and e^M, this implies that es-sEM.
Since D=Kr\ M^Kr\ M'^K, either KnM' = D or Kc\M' = K.
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But es-seM', whence es$M', so we must have that Kn M'= D. Now let x e M'. Then xe e D, which implies that xe e M. Hence x e M, and we have shown that M' = M.
The uniqueness follows from Lemma 3.1. We remark that Theorem 3.4 is not true for arbitrary maximal ideals of K.
Consider the following : 3.5. Example!/). Let Sf be the rationals with zero ring multiplication and ordinary multiplication as an algebra over the rationals. Let K be the set of integers. Then Kis an ideal in Sf, and the set of even integers is a maximal ideal in K which cannot be an intersection of K with a maximal ideal of Sf.
3.6. Corollary.
Let Sf be a commutative algebra over the rationals with unity.
Let K be an ideal of Sf. Then an ideal D of K is a maximal ideal of K if and only if D = M n Kfor some maximal ideal M in Sf, with M3>K.
Proof. Since Sf has unity, K is also an algebra over the rationals; hence the maximal ideals of K are prime by Lemma 3.3.
A natural question to ask is which ideals of an ideal A are contained in maximal ideals of K. We can answer this question completely for the ideals of C(X).
Theorem. Le7 / Ae an ideal of C(X). Then an ideal A of I is contained in a maximal ideal of I if and only if A does not contain ml.
Proof. Suppose Aj>ml. Since ml=m(ml), there exists/e/\^ so that f=fg, for some g e ml. Form G = {g, g2, g3,...}, a multiplicative semigroup in /which misses A. (If gn e A, then f=fgn e A.) Hence there exists P prime in C(X) so that Ac I nP and P n G= 0. Let M be the maximal ideal in C(X) containing P. Then Mj>I, for otherwise, mI<=mM<=P, which implies that g e P. Thus A<=I n M, a maximal ideal in /.
Conversely, if A is contained in a maximal ideal of /, it must be of the form /n M, for some M maximal in C(X). Thus if A=>ml, we would have m/c/n M^M, whence M=>I.
3.8. Corollary. Let I be an ideal in C(X). If A is prime in I and A does not contain ml, then I/A ~ C(X)/P, where P is prime in C(X) and A = I r\P.
Proof. Since A $ml, A is contained in a maximal ideal of/, say / n M, where M is maximal in C(X). Hence I+M=C(X), which implies mI+mM=C(X). But / n Pc/ n M, which implies that F<= M, and hence mM=mP and mI+mP= C(X).
Thus I+P=C(X), and I/Ax(I+P)/P=C(X)/P.
We remark that without the condition that Ais?ml, the result may fail. For example, let P be prime in C(X) with P^M, a maximal ideal in C(X). Then M/P is clearly not isomorphic to C(X)/P, since the latter has unity and the former does not. Of course, P=>mM. any y $ AJ, c<p(f) -<p(c/) e Jy, which implies that the functions c<p(f) and cp(cf) have the same value at y. Since c<p(f) and <p(cf) agree at any y e AJ, (they are both zero) the theorem is proved.
We remark that Theorem 4.2 is not true in general for ring isomorphisms between commutative algebras over the reals. For example, there exist automorphisms of the complex numbers which do not leave the real numbers fixed. (See [7] .)
The above theorem leads to a very useful extension of the isomorphism <p. We define (/) = {/+ c\fe I and ce R} and (J) similarly. Observe that the representation in (/) (and in (J)) is unique, for if/ + cx =/2 + c2, then / -f2 = c2 -cxe I, whence c2-ca = 0 and/-f2 = 0. It is evident that (/) and (J) are subrings. It is obvious that $ is onto (J) and that it extends <p. 4 .4. Theorem. Le/ <p Ae an isomorphism of I onto J, and let 0 Ae 7Ae induced isomorphism of (I) onto (J). Then both <p and í> are order preserving.
Proof. We first establish that <p is order preserving. To see this, let / be a nonnegative function in / and let g denote <p(f). It suffices to show that g(y) ^ 0 for any y e Y\AJ. So consider any such y and form Jy=J n My. Thus Jy is a real ideal in J, which implies that there exists M real in C(X) so that Jy = (p(IM). Let e+IM be the identity in I/IM, and let u = 99(e). There exists c e R with/-c e M, and, since/is nonnegative, we must have c^O. Thus/+ IM = ce + IM, whence g+Jy = cu+Jy and g(y)=c To see that <S> is order preserving, let/+c e (/) with/+c^0. If <p is an isomorphism of I onto J, then <p is continuous in the relative uniform topologies on I and J.
Proof. Since 7 and J are first countable spaces, it suffices to show that if /e 7 and </"> is a sequence in 7 converging to / then <<p(/")> converges to <p(/). Now /" -*•/ implies that, for any e > 0, there exists an integer k, so that for all n > k, -£</"-/<e.
Applying <p and using Corollary 4.5, we obtain -e<<pifn) -<pif)<e for all n > k, whence <p(/n) ->■ <pif).
We remark that an isomorphism need not be continuous in the relative mtopologies. An example will be furnished in §6.
The next theorem shows that every isomorphism between 7 and J is, in a sense, a lattice isomorphism. By this we mean that the isomorphism preserves whatever lattice structure 7 and J possess. Proof. It suffices to show that <p(/Vg) = <p(/) V<p(g) at any y £ A/. So consider any such y and form Jy=J n My. As before, there exists M real in C(X) so that Jy = <p(IM). There exist cx and c2 in 7? and mx and m2 in M so that/-cx=mx and g -c2 = m2. We claim f y g -cx V c2 e M, for if not, then for some a in CiX) and m in M, a(fv g-cxv c2)+m=l.
Choose x in Z(mx) n Z(m2) n Z(w). Then «(*) • K/v g)(x) -cx V c2] = 1. But if M g)ix) = cxv c2, a contradiction. Now /+ 7M = cxe + IM implies that <p(f)+Jy = cxu+Jy, where e + IM is the unity in 7/7M and M = <p(e). Since u-l Ejy, this implies that i<pif))iy) = cx. Similarly i<pig))(y) = c2 and i<pifvg))iy) = c1 Vc2, which establishes that ç>(/v g) = <p(/) V <p(g). The proof for <pifhg) is similar.
We now introduce another useful extension of an isomorphism. 4.8. Theorem. Let <p be an isomorphism of I onto J. Then I" andJu are isomorphic via an extension of<p.
Proof. Let/e 7". Then there exists a sequence </"> in 7 so that/, -*•/ Obviously </"> is a Cauchy sequence, i.e., given e>0, there exists an integer k so that \fn-fm\<«.
for all n, m>k. Let gn denote <p(/n). By Corollary 4.5, |/n-/m|<e implies that \gn-gm\ <e, whence <gn> is also a Cauchy sequence. Let g be defined by giy) = Hm gn(y). Then g is a uniform limit of continuous functions, söge C(Y). Clearly geju. We shall define <r,if)=g-To see that </r is well defined, assume that fn -»-/with/; e 7. Let g'n = <p(fñ), and suppose f£ -5-g'. We claim that g'=g. To see this, let y e Y, and let e > 0 be given. Then there exists /c so that for all n > k, -e/3</"-/"'<e/3, which implies that, for all n>k, \gn-g'n\ <e/3. Similarly there exists; so that for all m>j, \g(y)-gm(y)\ <eß, and \g'(y)-gm(y)\<^ß. Thus there exists an integer p so that, for all n >p, In §6 we shall give an example (6.9) to show that the converse is not true in general.
The final results of this section concern a natural mapping which is induced by an isomorphism. 4.10. Theorem. Let sí and Sä be commutative rings, and let <p be an isomorphism of s/ onto 3$. Suppose that 0* and J are collections of prime ideals in si and 38 respectively, satisfying the following condition : Qe â if and only if Q = 95(F) for some P eSP. Then 3P and J> are homeomorphic in the hull-kernel topology.
Proof. Define t:^->J? by t(F) = 95(F). By hypothesis, t is onto J and r is one-to-one since 95 is an isomorphism. To see that t is continuous, consider F(A) = {Q e 2. I be Q}, for some A e 38, a basic closed set in Ü. Then clearly t_1F(A) ={F e Sf I <p~ 1(A) e P}, a closed set in 3P. Similarly, t is closed. 4 .11. Corollary. // / and J are isomorphic, then ßl~ ßj and vl~ vJ.
Proof. An isomorphism preserves both maximal ideals and real maximal ideals ; hence Theorem 4.10 is applicable.
The space X(I).
We have already used an ideal / to construct two topological spaces, ßl and vi. In this section we will construct a space X(I) whose ring of continuous functions will be intimately related to the ideal / and, in a certain sense, will be constructible from /.
So again we let / denote an arbitrary proper ideal in a ring of continuous functions C(X), and we denote by F the set of all maximal ideals in C(X) which contain /. Thus F is a closed set in ßX.
With / and F as above, let X(I)=(X\X n F) u {F} topologized as follows: A neighborhood of a point x e X\F is a neighborhood of x in the relative topology For each/e 7, let /be defined as follows : fix) =fix) if x e X\F, and /(F) = 0.
It is easily seen that/e C(Z (7) /=0, and let xeX. If MxeF, then feI<=Mx, which implies that /(x) = 0. If Mx $ F, then x e X\F, andf(x) = 0=f(x). We have shown that/=0 implies f-0.
It is clear that /is a subring of C(X(I)). To see that it is an ideal, let g e C(^(7)) and/e/. Define h as follows: h(x)=g(x) if x e Z\F, and h(x)=g(F) if x e X n F. U r> X,a neighborhood of x in X, and let 7 e U n X If 7 e F, then A(7) = c. If 7 £ F, then h(t)=g(t) e (c -e, c + e). Thus A is continuous at x and is a member of C(X). It is evident that (hf)~ =gf and, since A/e /, this implies that /is an ideal in C(X(I)).
(2) Let g e mMF. Then there exists U open in ßA'with F<= {/ so that g vanishes on [Un (X\F)] u {F}. Define A: X^ R by h(x)=g(x) for x e Z\F and A(x)=0 for x e X n F. Arguing as in part (1) We have the following important corollary.
Corollary.
Given any proper ideal I in a ring of continuous functions, there exists a space Y and a fixed maximal ideal M in C( Y) so that ml is isomorphic to mM.
Proof. Letting Y=X(I) and M=MF, we have Ix! and mMF^IcMF. This implies that mix ml, but mI=mM.
The arguments in the preceding propositions have perhaps made it apparent how one obtains C(X(I)) from /. Using the notation of §4, we form the set (/") ={f+c |/e /" and c e R], and we define the mapping 95: (/") -*■ C(X(I)) as follows:
(<P(f+ c))(x) = f(x) + c for x e X\F, (<p(f+c))(F) = c.
The verification that 9» maps into C(X(I)) is routine; using the fact that/e /" implies/* vanishes on F, one proceeds as in the discussion preceding Theorem 5.4.
Since /u is proper, no nonzero constant can be a member of /"; hence the representation of an element of /" is unique.
5.6. Theorem. FAe mapping <p defined above is an isomorphism of (/") onto C(X(I)). Furthermore, 95 maps /" onto MF. 348 DAVID RUDD [September To see that <p is onto C(X(I)), let g e C(X(I)) and let c denote giF). Define h: X-> R by h(x)=g(x) for x e X\F, and h(x) = c for x e X n F. Arguing as in Theorem 5.4 part (1), h e CiX). Let f=h-c.
We claim that/e 7U. To see this, let M e F, and suppose/*(AF)^0, say/*(M) = e>0. Then there exists a neighborhood «7 of M in /JA' so that/* is greater than e/2 on U. The continuity of g implies that there exists V open in ßX with F<= V and g(Kn (A\F))<=(c-e/2, c+e/2). Since F/ n F is nonempty (M ei/rif7), there exists xe U n V n X. If x e F, then f*(x)=f(x) = hix) -c=0, a contradiction since f*ix)> e/2. If x $ F, /*(x) =/(x) = /¡(x) -c=g(.ac) -c>e/2, which contradicts the fact that g(x)<c + e/2. We have shown that/*(M) = 0 for all M e F, whence/e Iu by Lemma 5.1. It is evident that <p(f+c)=g, so we have that <p is onto C(X(I)).
Since 7" is clearly a maximal ideal in (7"), its image under <p is a maximal ideal in C(Z (7)). But <p(Iu)^MF, which implies that <p(Iu) = MF.
As a corollary to the above theorem and to 4. 6. Applications. In the first part of this section, Sf will denote a commutative algebra over the reals with unity 1. Our goal will be to develop an extension theorem similar to Theorem 4.3, and the procedure will be almost the same. 6.1. Lemma. Let K be an ideal in Sf, and let P be a real maximal ideal in S^ not containing K. Let a denote the isomorphism of Sf¡K onto R, and let KP denote K n P.
Then
(1) a(r+P) = r for any r e R, (2) there exists u e K\P so that u -1 e F, (3) for eachfE K,f+KP = ru + KP where u-IeP and r = a(f+P).
Proof.
(1) Consider 6: R-^R defined by d(r) = a(r + P). Then 6 is a nonzero homomorphism, and hence the identity. Thus K¡KP possesses unity, say u + KP. Then (u + KP)2 = u + KP, whence u2 -u = u(u-1) e P. Since F is prime and u $ P, we have that u-l eP. (3) Let fEK and let r = a(f+P). By (1), r = a(r+P), whence f+P = r+P and f-r eP. Let u be as in (2) . Then uf-ur e KP=f+KP, so we obtain/+Tip = h/-+A'í, = ur + KP.
.We now suppose that Sf contains an ideal K which is isomorphic to an ideal I of C(X), say lz, K via <p. Let D be a maximal ideal in K. Let K be a proper ideal in Sf and M a real ideal in C(X), and suppose there exists an isomorphism 95 of M onto K. Then Sf contains a subring Sf' which is isomorphic to C(X) via an extension of y, and K is a real ideal of Sf'.
Proof. By Theorem 6.3, (M)x(K) via an isomorphism which extends 95. Letting Sf' = (K), the corollary follows since (M) = C(X).
We remark that under the hypotheses of Corollary 6.4, the extension O may not be onto Sf, even if K is maximal in Sf. In fact, Sf may not be isomorphic to any ring of continuous functions. Consider the following example.
6.5. Example. Let X be any space with an isolated point x, and form Sf = Mx x C, where C is the set of complex numbers. Then Sf has unity (since Mx does) and is a commutative algebra over R. The set K={(f, 0) | fe Mx} is a maximal ideal of Sf which is clearly isomorphic to Mx. The extension defined in Theorem 6.3 takes C(X) onto Mx x R, a proper subring of Sf; and it is evident that Sf is not isomorphic to any ring of continuous functions.
The remaining applications will be concerned with rings of continuous functions. We are now ready to present one of the main theorems.
i.e. <p(Pr\M)=Nn Q, and (cc(f))"(Q)=(f> ° ^~x)iQ), which equals /"(F) = c, To complete the proof, it suffices to show that a real ideal cannot be isomorphic to a hyper-real ideal. But this is evident from the fact that an isomorphism between two ideals can be extended to their uniform closures, and real ideals are uniformly closed while hyper-real ideals are not.
Corollary.
Let I and J be ideals in C(X) and C( Y) respectively, so that I is contained in a unique maximal ideal M andJ is contained in a unique maximal ideal N. Suppose there exists an isomorphism <p of I onto J and that M and N are either both real or else both hyper-real. Then y can be extended to an isomorphism ofC(X) onto C( Y) which takes M onto N. If M and N are both hyper-real, then neither 7 nor J is contained in a real ideal, whence vI~vX and vJ~vY. The same argument as in 6.6 Case II can be used to provide an isomorphism a of C(X) onto C(Y) which extends <p. Since a(mM) = a(mI) = cp(mI) = mJ=mN, it is easily seen that a(M) = N.
In Example 6.9 we shall give an example of isomorphic ideals contained in unique maximal ideals, one of which is real and one hyper-real.
We may regard C*(X) and C*(Y) as rings of continuous functions on the compact spaces ßX and ß Y respectively. A natural question to ask is, when can an
